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a b s t r a c t 

Many studies of the flame speed of hydrocarbon and oxygenated fuels show that flame speed is 

very sensitive to formyl radical (HCO) reactions with small species, such as HCO + M = H + CO + M (R 1 ), 

HCO + O 2 = HO 2 + CO (R 2 ) and HCO + X = CO + XH (X = H, OH) (R 3 ). Through comparison among experimen- 

tal measurements and kinetic model predictions, this paper investigates CH 2 O flame speed sensitivities 

to the effects of HCO prompt dissociation and CO 2 third-body participation in R 1 . The conditions consid- 

ered include atmospheric and elevated pressures as well as lean, ultra lean, and rich fuel mixtures using 

1,3,5-trioxane as the CH 2 O precursor. The experimental results provide key validation targets for CH 2 O 

and HCO chemistry and the R 1 third-body coefficient of CO 2 in flames. Five mechanisms, GRI Mech 3.0 

(Smith et al., 1999), Li Mech (Li et al., 2007), USC Mech II (Wang et al . , 2007), HP Mech (Shen et al . , 

2015), and Aramco Mech 1.3 (Metcalfe et al., 2013) are compared against the experimental data. Model 

predictions indicate that the prompt reaction pathway has a significant effect on the flame speed. With 

an increase in pressure or the addition of CO 2 , the kinetic between the prompt reaction and R 1 slightly 

reduces the prompt radical dissociation effect. On the other hand, an increase of O 2 mole fraction en- 

hances the prompt effect on the flame speed. Comparisons among experiments and model predictions 

show that the HP Mech with the prompt reactions, USC Mech, and Li Mech have better predictions of 

the flame speed at lean, ultra-lean, rich, and lean with CO 2 conditions than GRI Mech and Aramco Mech. 

However, the predictions of USC Mech and Li Mech with prompt reactions show increased discrepancy 

between experiments and predictions. This result indicates that by including a new reaction pathway, an 

optimized model may fail beyond the validated experimental conditions. On the other hand, an elemen- 

tary rate-based, non-optimized model like HP Mech can improve the prediction by directly adding the 

missing prompt reaction pathway. 

© 2017 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

At both low and high combustion temperatures, oxidation of

irtually all hydrocarbons and oxygenated fuels produces formalde-

yde (CH 2 O), a key intermediate species, with important path-

ays to the production of H and HO 2 from formyl radical (HCO),

nd to the formation of CO and CO 2 subsequently [1,2] . Moreover,

H 2 O and CO emissions are harmful to the environment as well

s to human health. Thus, it is important to investigate CH 2 O and

CO chemistry in combustion processes. Different experimental

ethods such as flow reactors [3,4] , low pressure burner-stabilized

ames [5–8] , and shock tubes [9–12] have been used to under-

tand CH 2 O and HCO chemistry in combustion. However, as CH 2 O
∗ Corresponding author. 
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s difficult to be produced in pure form at high concentrations and

s reactive in the gas phase at low temperatures [1,13] , its experi-

ental database for kinetic study is relatively limited. 

On the other hand, the studies of high temperature flame

hemistry of hydrocarbons and oxygenated fuels, such as dimethyl

ther [14] , diethyl ether [15] , and methyl propanoate [16] , all indi-

ate that flame speeds for these fuels are very sensitive to CH 2 O

nd HCO chemistry through the following competing reactions for

 atom production and consumption, 

CO + M = H + CO + M (R 1 ) 

CO + O 2 = HO 2 + CO (R 2 ) 

CO + X = CO + XH (X = H, OH) (R ) 
3 

. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the potential energy surfaces for CH 2 O reactions with H and 

OH atoms [23] . 
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where HCO is mainly produced from CH 2 O reactions with H, O,

or OH. Unfortunately, although these reaction rates were calcu-

lated and optimized in kinetic models to fit the selected target

data, there still remains a large uncertainty in the reaction rates

(factor of 2–3) [17–22] and in the model predictions of flame

speeds [14–16] . Santner et al . [1] have investigated CH 2 O and HCO

flame chemistry effects on atmospheric pressure flame speed by

using 1,3,5-trioxane (henceforth trioxane), which decomposes into

CH 2 O in the flame preheat zone and serves as an in situ precursor

of CH 2 O in high temperature flames. Computations showed that

the characteristic decomposition time of trioxane to three CH 2 O

molecules in flames was much less than its oxidation reaction

time with the O 2 present in the preheat zone, and thus, the flame

properties of trioxane were almost completely governed by CH 2 O

chemistry. The study by Santner et al. [1] showed that the kinetic

model predictions varied significantly in comparison with the ex-

perimental data and all of the model simulations showed a signif-

icant sensitivity to CH 2 O and HCO kinetics, and therefore, trioxane

flames can serve as a good platform to examine the uncertainty of

high temperature CH 2 O and HCO combustion kinetics. 

More recently, a prompt dissociation reaction pathway of HCO

to directly form CO and H atom via CH 2 O reactions with radicals

has been found by using direct dynamics calculations [23] . This

prompt reaction (R 4 ) provides a new pathway 

HCO 

∗ = H + CO or CH 2 O + X = H + CO + HX (X = OH, H, or O) (R 4 ) 

P diss , X=OH = 3 . 308E + 3 × T 

−0 . 938 exp(−10426[cal / (mol � K)] / RT) 
P diss , X=H = 8 . 718E + 3 × T 

−0 . 948 exp(−10014[cal / (mol � K)] / RT) 
P diss , X=O = 5 . 986E + 9 × T 

−2 . 473 exp(−19914[cal / (mol � K)] / RT) 

for the production of H atom to accelerate chain-branching reac-

tions. Here, HCO 

∗ indicates HCO molecules in a non-equilibrium

excited state leading to HCO prompt dissociation. The prompt-

dissociation probabilities P diss,X for CH 2 O reaction with X = OH, H,

and O at 1 atm are also listed here. HCO, one of the most com-

mon weakly bonded radicals in combustion, has a low dissociation

threshold such that time scales for the non-equilibrium dissocia-

tion and collisional relaxation become comparable at high temper-

atures. This permits a significant amount of prompt HCO dissoci-

ation to H + CO directly, instead of forming equilibrated HCO that

then participates in reactions via R 1 –R 3 . As shown in Fig. 1 , the ex-

cited formyl radical, HCO 

∗, produced from CH 2 O, can decompose to

H + CO directly through R 4 as an alternative to stepwise reactions

of equilibrated HCO through the R 1 reaction channel. It is inter-

esting to note that, with increasing pressure, the prompt reaction

pathway will become weaker as collisions are enhanced in the col-

lisional relaxation pathway. By including the HCO prompt reaction,

model predictions [23] of trioxane flames [1] showed that flame

speeds were increased by 10–15% at 1 atm. However, no experi-
ental studies have been carried out to investigate the effect of

he HCO prompt dissociation on the CH 2 O flame speed at elevated

ressure. Moreover, in practical combustion, CO 2 from exhaust gas

ecirculation plays a critical role in the collisional energy relaxation

f HCO 

∗, and it is not clear how CO 2 collisional energy transfer will

ffect the prompt reaction or flames. 

Using experimentally measured and model-predicted trioxane

ame speeds at ambient and elevated pressures, this paper de-

cribes experimental and kinetic modeling investigations of the ef-

ects of HCO prompt dissociation and CO 2 collisional energy relax-

tion on CH 2 O/HCO chemistry. At first, the laminar flame speed

f trioxane/O 2 /N 2 mixtures with varying O 2 mole fraction at at-

ospheric pressure was measured in a constant pressure spheri-

al bomb to validate Santner’s experimental data [1] . Secondly, the

rioxane flame speed at elevated pressure was measured at lean,

ltra-lean, rich, lean with CO 2 addition, and rich with CO 2 addition

onditions. Thirdly, the predictions of different kinetic models with

nd without including the prompt reaction were used to compare

gainst the experimental data and each other. The effect of radical

roduction via the prompt reaction pathway at different conditions

as examined. Finally, the effects of pressure, O 2 content, and CO 2 

ilution on the prompt dissociation of HCO were analyzed. 

. Experimental and modeling methods 

.1. Experimental methods 

Experiments were conducted in a heated, high-pressure

onstant-volume spherical chamber ( Fig. 2 ). The chamber was

oused in a temperature-controlled oven. Temperature uniformity

n the oven was increased by use of two mechanical fans. At first,

he chamber was vacuumed and filled with a small amount of in-

rt gas to avoid the trapping of fuel in crevices and pressure gauge

ines. Then, gaseous trioxane was prepared by the hot water im-

ersion of an evacuated Pyrex flask containing solid trioxane (99%,

igma-Aldrich). The flask was heated to 360–370 K to permit triox-

ne vapor filling into the chamber through electrically heated gas

upply lines. According to gas chromatographic analysis, less than

0 0 0 ppm of formaldehyde was detected in the final mixture, indi-

ating a more than 98% purity of trioxane vapor in the gas mixture.

he unburned gas reactant mixture was prepared by using the par-

ial pressure method. The validation experiments (trioxane / O 2 /

 2 ) against previous experimental data [1] were conducted at at-

ospheric pressure with an initial temperature of 373 K. The fuel

oading was fixed at 5% (molar), and O 2 loading varied from 10% to

5% with N 2 as the diluent. As shown in Table 1 , high pressure ex-

eriments were then conducted at lean, ultra-lean, rich, lean with

O 2 addition and rich with CO 2 addition conditions to examine

he effect of pressure, oxygen concentration, and collisional energy

ransfer of CO 2 on the prompt HCO reaction effect. Helium and ni-

rogen were added to adjust the mixture Lewis number and the

ame temperature to prevent excessive thermal expansion, igni-

ion difficulty, buoyancy effects, cellular instability, and to reduce

he extrapolation uncertainty. 

After the central ignition of the quiescent combustible mixture,

he unsteady flame propagation speed was quantified by using the

igh-speed schlieren imaging method at a frame rate of 15,0 0 0/s.

he time history of flame radius data was collected with an au-

omatic flame-edge detection and circle-fitting program of MAT-

AB. The un-stretched flame speed relative to the burned gas, S b ,

as calculated using the nonlinear extrapolation method by Chen

24,25] , and this extrapolated burned flame speed was multiplied

y the density ratio, calculated in PREMIX [26] , to give the flame

peed relative to the unburned gas, S u . Uncertainties in the tri-

xane flame speeds mainly come from uncertainties in the fuel

ole fraction and the trioxane conversion to formaldehyde. The
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the spherical chamber. 

Table 1 

Experimental conditions of trioxane flame speed measurement at elevated pressure. Tf is the calculated adiabatic flame temperature 

at 1 atm. 

Case Equivalence ratio Trioxane (%) O 2 (%) CO 2 (%) N 2 (%) He (%) Pressure range (atm) T f (K) 

Lean 0 .7 0 .0454 0 .1946 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .5846 0 .1754 1–9 1900 

Ultra-lean 0 .34 0 .0454 0 .40 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .3792 0 .1754 1–9 1882 

Rich 1 .4 0 .0889 0 .1904 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .5544 0 .1663 1–5 20 0 0 

Lean with CO 2 0 .7 0 .0491 0 .2103 0 .20 0 0 0 .2201 0 .3206 1–9 1900 

Rich with CO 2 1 .4 0 .0943 0 .2021 0 .20 0 0 0 .1266 0 .3770 1–4 20 0 0 
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Fig. 3. Laminar flame speed of trioxane with varying pressure at the lean condition 

( ϕ= 0.7), no CO 2 dilution. 
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ajor source of the flame speed uncertainty is the fuel concen-

ration at lean conditions due to the partial pressure method. A

uel mole fraction uncertainty of 1.4% at 1 atm experiments leads

o flame speed uncertainties up to 4%. The uncertainty due to 2%

ormaldehyde content (impurity) in the fuel causes up to 4% bi-

sed uncertainty in flame speeds. The total uncertainty, calculated

rom the root-mean-square sum of the uncertainties from differ-

nt sources, is around 5 −10%. Details of the apparatus, procedures

f flame speed extraction, and experimental uncertainties are de-

cribed elsewhere [1,27,28] . 

.2. Kinetic modeling method 

Several CH 2 O combustion kinetic models, HP Mech [29,30] , USC

ech II [31] , Aramco Mech 1.3 [32] , Li Mech [17] , and GRI Mech

.0 [33] were used to compute the laminar flame speed using PRE-

IX [26] with an addition of a trioxane kinetic sub-model [1] . Nor-

alized gradient and curvature tolerances for the computational

rid refinement were set to 0.03. Using the trioxane decomposi-

ion sub-mechanism, it was confirmed that the computed flame

peed was insensitive to the rate of the trioxane decomposition

eaction as well as its H abstraction reactions as trioxane decom-

osed to form CH 2 O rapidly in the flame preheat zone [1] . Even

hough the rate coefficients of all the trioxane reactions were si-

ultaneously increased by a factor of 100, the change of the pre-

icted flame speed was less than 1.6%, confirming the low sensi-

ivity to the rates of these reactions and ruling out the coupling

ncertainty between trioxane chemistry and CH 2 O chemistry. Fur-

hermore, the prompt reaction subsets (CH 2 O + H, CH 2 O + OH, and

H 2 O + O) for 1 and 10 atm [23] were added, respectively, to the

echanisms mentioned above to examine how the prompt reac-

ions affect the flame chemistry and the flame speed at differ-

nt pressure, oxygen contents, and CO 2 dilution conditions. From

ur simulation, the prompt effect related to other HCO reactions

s negligible. The prompt reactions added to the five models are

ttached in the Supporting Information. 
. Results and discussion 

The validation experimental data compared favorably with the

esults of Santner et al. [1] within, at most, 10% discrepancy

Fig. S1). Given the large difficulty in vaporizing solid fuels, the

ess than 10% discrepancy at 1 atm indicates a good repeatability

or this experimental setup. Notably, since the major uncertainty

f flame speed measurements originates from the uncertainty of

he fuel mole fraction due to the partial pressure method, the un-

ertainty of the fuel mole fraction at higher pressure will be pro-

ortionally reduced. 

The experimental results of measured flame speeds at elevated

ressure for the lean condition at equivalence ratio of 0.7 are com-

ared with the modeling results in Fig. 3 . With the increase of

ressure, the measured flame speed decreases dramatically as ex-

ected, and all of the five kinetic models reveal the pressure de-

endence of the flame speed clearly. Furthermore, it is seen that

he prompt reaction has a significant effect on the flame speed

redictions using the five models. Specifically, with including the
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Fig. 4. Trioxane flame speed sensitivity to elementary reaction rate coefficient A- 

factors at the lean condition ( ϕ= 0.7) and 4 atm, no CO 2 dilution. HP Mech and 

Prompt HP Mech were used for the calculations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Laminar flame speed of trioxane with varying pressure at the ultra-lean con- 

dition ( ϕ= 0.34), no CO 2 dilution. 

Fig. 6. Trioxane flame speed sensitivity to elementary reaction rate coefficient A- 

factors at lean ( ϕ= 0.7) and ultra-lean ( ϕ= 0.34) conditions and at 4 atm, no CO 2 
dilution. Prompt HP Mech was used for the calculations. 
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prompt reaction pathway, the predicted flame speed is increased

by 6–10%. To quantitatively examine the effect of the prompt reac-

tion on the flame speed, a parameter, the normalized change of the

flame speed between the original model and the prompt model, is

defined as, 

Normalized Change of Flame Speed = ( S u , prompt − S u ) / S u = δS u / S u 

(1)

where, S u,prompt is the flame speed predicted by the model with

the HCO prompt reaction pathway, and S u is the flame speed pre-

dicted by the model without including the prompt reaction path-

way. As will be shown below, δS u / S u decreases slightly with pres-

sure, indicating a decreased effect of prompt reaction pathway on

the flame speed with the increase of pressure. That is because

R 1 is favored with the increase of pressure, while the increase of

pressure deactivates the non-equilibrium HCO 

∗ population more

rapidly by collisional energy relaxation. Thus, the relative contribu-

tion of H atom production from the prompt HCO reaction becomes

smaller with the increase of pressure. 

Moreover, it should be noted that while the original Li Mech

and USC Mech predict the flame speed very well, the addition

of the prompt reaction pathway increases their predicted flame

speed. On the other hand, the inclusion of the prompt reaction

pathway in the HP Mech improves the prediction of the experi-

mentally measured flame speed. This may be caused by the fact

that HP Mech is assembled by choosing the measured and/or cal-

culated elementary reaction rates without any optimization, but

the Li Mech and USC Mech have the reaction rates optimized to

fit a range of experimental targets. Therefore, when a new reaction

pathway is identified, an elementary rate-based model has an op-

portunity for improving predictions but an optimized model may

lose predictive accuracy until it is optimized again. This is an in-

teresting observation. Moreover, Fig. 3 shows that both the original

Aramco Mech and Prompt Aramco Mech over-predict the experi-

mental flame speed substantially while both the original GRI Mech

and Prompt GRI Mech under-predict the data. 

According to the sensitivity analysis of the flame speed at the

lean condition and 4 atm ( Fig. 4 ), CO + OH = CO 2 + H is the most

sensitive reaction as it is the main reaction for chemical heat re-

lease in the flame, and the next most sensitive reactions are the

H + O 2 competing pair, H + O 2 = OH + O and H + O 2 + M = HO 2 + M.

However, the uncertainties associated with rate coefficients for

these three reactions are considered to be low relative to those of

the HCO chemistry currently under examination [34] . After these

three reactions, the HCO consumption reactions, R 1 and R 2 , to pro-

duce active H atom and inactive HO 2 , respectively, in the flame

zone are the third most sensitive reaction pair. As stated above,
he flame speed is very sensitive to HCO kinetics through R 1 –R 3 .

nfortunately, there is a large uncertainty of the rate coefficient

or R 1 [17–22] and there are few directly measured rate constants

or R 2 and R 3 . Compared to the original model, flame speed sen-

itivities to R 1 –R 3 decrease when the prompt reaction pathway is

ncluded and the sensitivity of the prompt reaction is noticeable in

ig. 4 . 

The predicted and measured flame speeds at the ultra-lean con-

ition ( ϕ = 0.34) with varying pressure are shown in Fig. 5 . It is

een that the flame speed dependence on pressure in the ultra-

ean case is similar to that in the lean case. For both cases, the

ame temperature and Lewis number are nearly the same as N 2 

nd O 2 have similar specific heat and transport properties. The ma-

or difference is that the ultra lean case has a higher oxygen con-

entration such that one of the HCO competing reactions, R 2 , is

ore favored than R 1 and R 3 , shifting the HCO pathway to pro-

uce more HO 2 than H atom (R 1 ) from HCO. As HO 2 is much

ess reactive than H atom in high temperature flames, the triox-

ne flame speed in the ultra-lean case is expected to be slightly

ower than that in the lean case and the effect of the prompt reac-

ion pathway will be more important as well. This is confirmed

y comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 . Similar to the lean case, at the

ltra lean condition, Li Mech, USC Mech, and Prompt HP Mech

ll predict the experimental flame speed well. Once again, both

f Aramco Mech and Prompt Aramco Mech over-predict the ex-

erimental flame speed to some extent, while both of GRI Mech

nd Prompt GRI Mech under-predict the experimental data. The

-factor sensitivity analysis presented in Fig. 6 shows clearly that

ompared with the lean case, in the ultra lean case, the flame

peed sensitivity to HCO + O reaction (R ) is increased because of
2 2 
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Fig. 7. Normalized Change of Flame Speed, δS u / S u , with varying pressure at lean 

( ϕ= 0.7) and ultra-lean ( ϕ= 0.34) conditions, no CO 2 dilution. HP Mech and Prompt 

HP Mech were used for the calculations. 
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he increase of O 2 content, but the sensitivity of HCO + H reaction

R 3 ) is decreased due to the reduced concentration of H atom. 

It is also interesting to note that the prompt reaction effect is

nhanced with increasing O 2 mole fraction in the ultra-lean case

y comparing the Normalized Change of Flame Speed. Figure 7

hows the comparison of dependence of δS u / S u on pressure be-

ween the lean and ultra-lean cases. It is seen that the flame speed

hange due to the prompt effect is much larger in the ultra-lean

ase than that in the lean case. This change is consistent with the

ensitivity analysis in Fig. 6 . With more O 2 content in the ultra-

ean case, R 2 is more favored than R 1 and R 3 , and the reactivity

f the system decreases with more HO 2 formation from R 2 . As a

esult, the prompt effect on the flame speed from R 4 is more sig-

ificant as an additional H atom production channel. This state-

ent is also confirmed from the H atom production analysis in

ig. 8 . Compared with the lean case, the fraction of the integrated

 atom production from HCO through R 1 decreases in the ultra-

ean case. However, the fraction of the integrated H atom produc-

ion from the prompt reaction pathway via CH 2 O by reaction R 4 

oubles, suggesting a greater contribution of the prompt reaction

athway in increasing the high temperature reactivity at the ultra-

ean condition. 

Figure 9 shows the variation in peak mole fractions of radicals

H, OH, and O) with pressure for the lean and ultra-lean cases. It

s seen that the mole fractions of O and OH in the ultra-lean case

re larger than that in the lean case because of the increased for-

ard reaction rate of H + O 2 = O + OH chain-branching. However,

he H atom mole fraction decreases with increasing O 2 content,

ltimately decreasing the reactivity of the system in the ultra-lean

ase. 

The measured and predicted flame speeds at the rich case

re compared in Fig. 10 . Similarly, the prompt effect is reduced

ith the increase of pressure as seen from the decrease of

S u / S u with pressure. At the rich condition, Li Mech, Prompt USC

ech, and Prompt HP Mech have good predictions, while the orig-

nal USC Mech and HP Mech without the prompt reaction subset

nder-predict the flame speed. Similar to the lean and ultra-lean

ases, Aramco Mech and Prompt Aramco Mech still over-predict

he experimental flame speed, while GRI Mech and Prompt GRI

ech under-predict the experimental value. In summary, Prompt

P Mech and Li Mech predict the flame speed better in all rich,

ean, and ultra-lean cases than HP Mech and Prompt Li Mech,

hile USC Mech has a good performance in the two lean cases but

ot for the rich case. Prompt Li Mech increases the over-prediction

n all three cases and Prompt USC-Mech has better performance

n the rich case. Therefore, it can be concluded that the model

ptimizations inherent in Li Mech and USC Mech are effective over
alidated experimental conditions. However, beyond the validated

xperimental conditions or by just simply adding a new reaction

athway, an optimized model may fail to predict the flame speed.

n the other hand, a non-optimized elementary rate-based model

ike HP Mech may fail to predict the flame speed if an important

eaction pathway is missed. However, by adding the missing

eaction pathway, model predictions may improve. These are the

wo different approaches in model development and users need to

e aware of the boundaries of the validity of these approaches. 

The flame speed sensitivity analysis of the rich case is plotted in

ig. 11 . It is seen that, compared to the original model, flame speed

ensitivities to R 1 –R 3 decrease when the prompt reaction pathway

s included and the sensitivity of the prompt reaction is significant.

oreover, the flame speed is very sensitive to HCO kinetics mainly

hrough R 1 and R 2 from the sensitivity analysis of the lean case

n Fig. 4 , while it is very sensitive to R 1 and R 3 in the rich case

n Fig. 11 . This corresponds to the decrease of O 2 content but in-

rease of H atom in the rich case. In summary, the flame speed

s very sensitive to HCO kinetics through R 1 –R 3 for lean and rich

onditions. 

Figure 12 shows the effect of CO 2 dilution on the flame speed at

he lean with 20% CO 2 condition ( ϕ = 0.7). Compared to the flame

peeds at the lean without CO 2 condition, the flame speeds with

O 2 addition are considerably decreased, even at the fixed adia-

atic flame temperature (1900 K). This indicates a strong chemical

nhibition effect of CO 2 on the flame speed. Although Li Mech, USC

ech, and Aramco Mech predict the flame speed well at lower

ressures, the discrepancy becomes much larger at higher pres-

ures. Alternatively, the Prompt HP Mech has a good (within 10%

rror) prediction of the flame speed both at lower and higher pres-

ures. The comparison of flame speed sensitivities between the fuel

ean cases with and without CO 2 is shown in Fig. 13 . With CO 2 

ilution, the reaction sensitivity of CO + OH = CO 2 + H decreases as

xpected, but the sensitivities of the radical production channels

ia H + O 2 = OH + O and HCO + M = H + CO + M either increase or re-

ain the same. Moreover, the sensitivity of the prompt reaction

lightly decreases. 

Therefore, with CO 2 dilution, on the one hand, R 1 is favored as

O 2 has a large third body collision factor to produce H atoms.

n the other hand, H atom is consumed by the two reactions,

 + O 2 + M = HO 2 + M and CO 2 + H = CO + OH. Overall, considering

he flame speed decreases with CO 2 dilution, the inhibition effect

f CO 2 from these latter reactions is larger than the enhancement

ffect from R 1 . It is interesting to note that, different from O 2 , CO 2 

ddition reduces the prompt effect on the flame speed ( Fig. 14 ).

hat is because of the reverse shifting equilibrium of R 4 with CO 2 

ddition. 

The measured flame speed at the fuel rich with CO 2 condi-

ion is compared to the kinetic modeling results in Fig. 15 . Both

he Li Mech and HP Mech without prompt reaction pathways fit

he flame speed well. However, all the prompt models have over

redictions relative to their respective original models. Four as-

ects may contribute to the discrepancy: radiation, the third-body

ollision energy transfer by CO 2 , bath gas effect on the prompt

issociation probability, and the CO 2 kinetic effect. 1) For radia-

ion, recent modeling studies of effects of the radiation absorp-

ion on the spherical flame propagation showed that the radiation-

nduced uncertainty in flame speed measurements could be ne-

lected (within 5%) for different CO 2 diluted mixtures (hydro-

en, methane, dimethyl ether and iso-octane) at 1–25 atm [35,36] .

) The third-body effect of R 1 is investigated by varying the "M"

actor of CO 2 from 1 to 12 in HP Mech and Prompt HP Mech (the

riginal value is 3) in Fig. 16 . It is seen that even though the col-

ision efficiency factor decreases from 3 to 1 in the Prompt HP

ech, the flame speed decreases by less than 3%. Thus, the large

iscrepancy between the modeling and experimental results is not
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Fig. 8. H atom production analysis on the flame front at lean ( ϕ=0.7) and ultra-lean ( ϕ = 0.34) conditions and at 4 atm, no CO 2 dilution. Calculations were based on Prompt 

HP Mech. H atom productions from CO + X, H 2 + X, HCO + M, and CH 2 O + X are 1.64%, 1.34%, 87.38%, and 9.64%, respectively, at the lean condition, while are 0.54%, 10.41%, 

71.82%, and 17.23%, respectively, at the ultra-lean condition. X represents OH and O here. 

Fig. 9. Mole fractions of peak radicals (H, OH, and O) with varying pressure at lean 

( ϕ = 0.7) and ultra-lean ( ϕ = 0.34) conditions, no CO 2 dilution. Prompt HP Mech 

was used for the calculations. 

Fig. 10. Laminar flame speed of trioxane with varying pressure at the rich condition 

( ϕ= 1.4), no CO 2 dilution. 

Fig. 11. Trioxane flame speed sensitivity to elementary reaction rate coefficient A- 

factors at the rich condition ( ϕ = 1.4) and 4 atm, no CO 2 dilution. HP Mech and 

Prompt HP Mech were used for the calculations. 

Fig. 12. Laminar flame speed of trioxane with varying pressure at the lean with 

20% CO 2 condition ( ϕ = 0.7). 

Fig. 13. Trioxane flame speed sensitivity to elementary reaction rate coefficient A- 

factors at lean and lean with 20% CO 2 conditions ( ϕ = 0.7) and at 4 atm. Prompt 

HP Mech was used for the calculations. 

Fig. 14. Normalized Change of Flame Speed, δS u / S u , with varying pressure at the 

lean and lean with 20% CO 2 conditions ( ϕ = 0.7). HP Mech and Prompt HP Mech 

were used for the calculations. 
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Fig. 15. Laminar flame speed of trioxane with varying pressure at the rich with 20% 

CO 2 condition ( ϕ = 1.4). 

Fig. 16. Laminar flame speed of trioxane with varying pressure and the "M" factor 

of CO 2 at the rich with 20% CO 2 condition ( ϕ = 1.4). HP Mech and Prompt HP Mech 

were used for the calculations. 

Fig. 17. Trioxane flame speed sensitivity to elementary reaction rate coefficient A- 

factors at rich and rich with 20% CO 2 conditions ( ϕ = 1.4) and at 4 atm. Prompt HP 

Mech was used for the calculations. 
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rom the third-body collisional energy transfer effect of CO 2 in R 1 .

owever, from the sensitivity analysis, the CO 2 collisional energy

ransfer in H + O 2 + M = HO 2 + M (M = CO 2 ) could play an important

ole to slow down the flame speed. 3) The thermal HCO prompt

issociation probabilities are calculated for N 2 as a bath gas [23] ,

hile there are no available rates for CO 2 as a bath gas. Also, when

ultiple bath gases are used, the prompt reaction rates may also

e affected [37] in a non-linear manner. Therefore, changing the

ath gas may affect the prompt dissociation rates and then the

ame speed predictions. 4) For the CO 2 kinetic effect, the sensi-

ivity analysis is conducted at fuel rich with and without CO 2 con-

itions ( Fig. 17 ). Sensitivities of R 1 , R 3 and R 4 have no significant

ifference between these two cases, while R sensitivity is too low
2 
o have a significant effect on the flame speed prediction for both

ases. Thus, the rate coefficients of R 1 , R 3 , and R 4 , the collisional

nergy transfer coefficient of CO 2 in H + O 2 + CO 2 = HO 2 + CO 2 re-

ction, and the bath gas effect on the prompt dissociation proba-

ility need to be further studied for the rich with CO 2 flame; in

he latter case, recent work [34] suggests that at the lower tem-

eratures within the flame structure for which this reaction exerts

reatest influence [38] , the reaction rate may be slower by ∼25–

0%. In summary, the trioxane flame speed is well predicted by

rompt HP Mech at lean, ultra-lean, rich, and lean with CO 2 con-

itions, while there is still a large discrepancy ( ∼15%) at the rich

ith CO 2 condition. The experimental trioxane flame speeds data

t elevated pressures (for all conditions) are included in the Sup-

orting Information. 

. Conclusions 

Many studies of hydrocarbon and oxygenated fuel flame speeds

ndicate that flame speed is sensitive to reactions involving HCO,

uch as R 1 –R 3 . This has historically led to targeted experimental

easurement, theoretical calculation, and optimization for the rate

oefficients of these three reactions. However, a prompt dissocia-

ion channel (R 4 ) for excited formyl radical (HCO 

∗) was recently

escribed [23] as an alternative, competing pathway to R 1 –R 3 for

ormation of CO and/or, importantly, H atoms that feed chain-

ranching reactions. Save for the present study, no existing experi-

ents have studied the effect of the prompt dissociation of HCO on

aminar flame speed, and to date, few kinetic models have consid-

red the prompt reaction in mechanism development and evalua-

ion, particularly at higher pressures relevant to combustion appli-

ations. Accordingly, this paper described experimental and kinetic

odeling investigations of the effects of HCO prompt dissociation

nd CO 2 collisional energy relaxation on CH 2 O / HCO chemistry

y using experimentally measured and model-predicted trioxane

ame speeds. In order to demonstrate consistency with the experi-

ental data of Santner et al. [1] , the atmospheric pressure laminar

ame speeds of trioxane / O 2 / N 2 mixtures were initially mea-

ured. Next, flame speeds were measured at elevated pressures for

ean, ultra-lean, rich, lean with CO 2 addition, and rich with CO 2 ad-

ition conditions. And then, the predictions of several kinetic mod-

ls with and without including the prompt reaction pathway were

sed to compare against the experimental data and each other to

onfirm the necessity of the prompt reaction in kinetic mecha-

ism development. Finally, the effects of pressure, O 2 content, and

O 2 dilution on the prompt dissociation of HCO were analyzed. To

urther improve the model prediction, in the future, the bath gas

ffect on the prompt dissociation probability needs to be further

tudied for CO 2 -(and similarly, H 2 O-) diluted flames. 

It is found that: 

(1) All of the five kinetic models reveal the pressure depen-

dence of the flame speed clearly, and the prompt reaction

has a significant effect on the flame speed predictions by the

five models. 

(2) There is a decreased effect of the HCO prompt dissociation

on flame speed predictions with increasing pressure, while

it is enhanced with increasing O 2 mole fraction. 

(3) CO 2 dilution reduces the prompt effect on predicted flame

speeds as, in the net, R 4 is directly and indirectly inhibited

by CO 2 addition. 

(4) Prompt HP Mech and Li Mech predict the flame speed bet-

ter in all rich, lean, and ultra-lean cases than HP Mech and

Prompt Li Mech, while USC Mech has a good performance

in the two lean cases but not for the rich case. Prompt Li

Mech increases the over-prediction in all three cases and

Prompt USC-Mech has better performance in the rich case.
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[  
Aramco Mech and Prompt Aramco Mech still over-predict

the experimental flame speed, while GRI Mech and Prompt

GRI Mech under-predict the experimental value. From these

trends, it can be inferred that model optimization of HCO re-

action kinetic parameters can be very effective at conditions

coinciding with the experimental optimization. However, be-

yond the validated experimental conditions or by just sim-

ply adding a new reaction pathway, an optimized model

may fail to predict the flame speed. On the other hand, a

non-optimized elementary rate-based model like HP Mech

may fail to predict the flame speed if an important reaction

pathway is missed. However, by adding the missing reaction

pathway, the model predictions may improve. Kinetic model

users should be aware of the valid boundaries for both of

these kinetic model approaches. 

(5) Although Li Mech, USC Mech, and Aramco Mech predict

the lean flame speed with 20% CO 2 addition well at lower

pressures, the discrepancy becomes much larger at higher

pressures. Alternatively, Prompt HP Mech has a good (within

10% error) prediction of the flame speed both at lower and

higher pressures. Moreover, the prediction of the rich CH 2 O

flame speed with CO 2 dilution remains challenging. 
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